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SHAWN QUILLIN IS THE WINNER OF EVENT #8 

He claims his second Circuit ring and $24,264 

Shawn Quillin just added a second Circuit ring to his collection after surpassing 332 
opponents in Event#8: $400 No-Limit Hold’em Monster Stack.  

“I’m ecstatic. I do not get to play that often, and when I do, I’m very fortunate. I’ve had some 
good runs, but nothing like this. To win a tournament, on the Circuit, against all the best 
players…” Quillin said after his victory. 

Quillin started the final day third in chips, and although it wasn’t all smooth for him at the 
beginning of the day, he implemented patience for a while, then turned the heat back on. 

“I had lot of chips early. It kind of slowed down late yesterday, and then I came in third 
today. It was very slow for me early, but I got a couple of double ups late when we were 
four-handed and that repelled me to my position.” 

Quillin was responsible for the elimination of William Pollard in third place to boost his 
stack, then he battled against Sang Kim heads-up for a couple of hours, before earning the 
title and the top prize of $24,264. 

“The heads-up match was a tough battle. I had chips, he had chips, and we went back and 
forth. In the end, I thought his aggression would do him in and it did. I called him when I 
thought he didn’t have anything, and I was fortunate to be right.” 

Although the 55-year old radiologist doesn’t play much poker, he gets memorable results 
when he does.  



 

 

When asked how he sharpens his poker skills, he responded “I do like reading books. I’ve 
purchased a large number of poker books that I read. That’s probably my primary mode of 
education. Reading poker books and watching some online videos.” 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Shawn Quillin 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Winona, MN 
Current Residence:   Charlotte, NC 

Age:     55 
Profession:    Radiologist  
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 1
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